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A revised arrangement for the running of
IPTC Meetings was proposed in

Autumn 2002 and the Nice Meeting was the
first to have a Standards Committee ses-
sion before the Working Parties started.
Standards Committee Chairman Stéphane
Guérillot (AFP) explained that a preliminary
conference call of the Working Party Chair-
men had been held a month before the
Meeting, with the aim of achieving conver-
gence between the various standards ef-
forts.

Previous work, and standards, had been
developing on parallel tracks, and the aim
was to harmonise these efforts to give a
consistent IPTC approach or “brand”. Over-
all the intention was to provide broad guid-
ance for the coming year’s work, along with
a more detailed plan for proceedings at the
Spring Meeting itself.

The Working Party sessions saw solid
progress in a number of areas with the main
points including:
Special Content: Sub-group formed to in-
vestigate the broader perspective of
weather markup; work in hand to establish
new name for RadioTVNewsML, and DTD
revisions under way; SportsML V1.0 re-
viewed and approved for release when the
supporting documentation is ready.
NewsManagement: Latest version of
News Management Guideline reviewed,
with further feedback to be incorporated.
Possibility of identifying or defining specific
NewsML subsets looked at.
EventsML: Working Party formally estab-
lished with Dominic Chan (Canada
NewsWire) as Chairman. Goals and re-
quirement to be established with investiga-
tion of existing models.
Metadata: Substantial set of additions to
the Subject Reference System (SRS) ap-
proved; Guidelines to be tidied up and the
process for new SRS additions to be re-
fined; a TopicSet for Geographic Regions

was developed.
NITF: Unfortunately the Chairman of this
group was unable to attend the Meeting

and most outstanding issues were deferred
to the next session.
NewsML Support: With the first update of
NewsML having been released in Autumn
2002 attention was concentrated on estab-
lishing guidelines for continuing evolution of
the standard - inside the larger framework
of the IPTC family of standards. A series of
detailed technical points were also consid-
ered.

Annual General Meeting
2003

1st to 5th June 2003

Radisson SAS Scandinavia Hotel, Margrethepladsen, Aarhus,
DK-8000, Denmark

This year the AGM is being held in Denmark at the invitation of a group of
Scandinavian members - CCI-Europe, Ritzaus Bureau I’S, and Tidningarnas
Telegrambyrå (TT).

A lot of effort has been put in to provide a varied programme of presentations and
activities that will complement a full programme of Working Party Meetings. These
will include a session to consider the strategy for interaction and convergence of
the growing family of IPTC Standards. The meeting also includes the formal Annual
General Meeting - a legal requirement for IPTC as a company.

As normal, the AGM will start with a welcome reception - hosted by TT and Ritzau
- on the evening of Sunday 1 June. The Official Opening of the Meeting takes place
on the Monday morning with a guest speaker (yet to be confirmed) looking at the
“Convergence of Media and Media politics”.

Tuesday afternoon sees a visit to CCI-Europe, with a welcome by CEO C
Christensen and a tour of the operation. A presentation on the “Perspective of
future IT” by Preben Mejer (a one of the early exponents of pervasive computing)
follows, with Dinner hosted by CCI-Europe.

Main presentation for the Wednesday is “Telecoms industry and
telecommunication trends” by a representative from a major Scandinavian
telecommunications company, with the day being rounded off by a Dinner, hosted
by TT & Ritzau.

Electronic booking forms have already been circulated and early registration
is recommended.

The first Meeting of 2003 - in Nice - saw continued progress in a
number of areas, including approval for the release of

SportsML V1.0, the first session of the EventsML Working Party, and
an initial look at proposals for the future development of the family

of IPTC standards.
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The Spring 2003 Meeting started with a special session of
the Committee of the Whole, convened to make a farewell
presentation to David Allen on his retirement as IPTC
Managing Director.

John Iobst, Chairman of the IPTC Management Committee,
made the presentations. He explained that he had first met David
at one of the early meetings on a project that eventually resulted
in the NITF. Both good and bad times followed as the various
IPTC standards were developed, and their success owed much
to the efforts that had been made by David over the years - a

sentiment that was warmly applauded by the
members present.

The presentation itself had two parts: a cut
crystal rose bowl, specially engraved with the
IPTC logo to provide David with a permanent
reminder of his time with the organisation; and a
commemorative volume “Ansel Adams at 100"
which has been produced for the centenary of
the famous American photographer (whose work
David is known to admire).

With the presentation complete David left the
meeting (leaving things to Michael Steidl as the
new Managing Director) and took the opportunity
to have a look round Nice with his wife Caroline -
something that he did not have the time for in
previous meetings!

There was also a less formal presentation at a
farewell dinner held on the first day of the
Meeting. As the “Senior” (longest serving) IPTC

Farewell - and

best wishes

Above left: John Iobst makes sure David Allen takes due care

unwrapping his (fragile) presentation.

Right the Ansel Adams commemorative volume was much

appreciated.

Standards Committee: A concluding ses-
sion gave formal approval to the launch of
SportsML V1.0 (subject to documentation)
and the extensions to the SRS. The pro-
posal for convergence of the various IPTC
standards was further discussed, with the
aim of producing a formal proposal and a
plan of action for consideration at the AGM
in Aarhus.
PR Committee: Proposals to widen the
distribution of Press releases with the as-
sistance of members; and for redevelop-
ment of the IPTC web sites to make them

more user-friendly.
The Working Party and Committee ses-

sions were complemented by a varied se-
ries of presentations, including an overview
by Laurent LeMeur (AFP) of recent devel-
opments in metadata handling technology:
details of the way Microsoft are providing
XML compatibility in the forthcoming Micro-
soft Office 11 package were (provided by
Ray Stevenson who described himself as a
Microsoft “Technical Evangelist”); a de-
scription by Frederick Hanley of the Tran-
stel nm-fusion News Content Management

System, which is said to be compatible with
most of the established IPTC standards;
and a demonstration by Alon Men (Gam-
maSite) of GammaWare News Edition
which is intended for automatic categorisa-
tion of news stories, with full support for the
IPTC Subject Reference System.

Full details of the Working Party and Com-
mittee Sessions (and the presentations) will
be given in future issues of the IPTC Mirror.
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The final piece of paperwork changes

hands (below) as new MD Michael

Steidl gives David Allen his leaving

card .

Left: The commemorative rosebowl is

engraved with the IPTC logo to provide

a lasting reminder.

member, Klaus Sprick gave a combined formal and personal
appreciation of David's contribution over the past 12 years,
saying he had made a major contribution to the development of
the organisation.

He went on to explain that the weekend before the meeting a
group of members had got together for a short sailing trip, and
they had realised that their experiences had mirrored those of
David as IPTC Managing Director - such as periods of stormy

weather, overcoming technical problems, and the need to
get things done on time. In recognition of this it had been
decided to make David an honorary member of the First
IPTC Sailing Crew - complete with the appropriate clothes
and a formal baptism from “Captain” Stéphane Guérillot.

The Final Handover took place when Michael Steidl
passed over a last piece of documentation to David Allen - a
leaving card from the delegates in Nice!

Below: members of the First IPTC

Sailing Crew inaugurate David and

Caroline Allen as honourary members.
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A large card was

needed (right) to

take all the

comments and

best wishes from

delegates.
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